Application of caffeine reveals input frequency-dependent determination of signal-traveling routes between primary and secondary visual cortices in rats.
Upon entering the neocortex, neural signals are required to select which neocortical circuits to propagate through. The present study focused attention on use-dependent selection of signal-traveling routes. Rat brain slices including primary visual cortex (Oc1) and the medial part of the secondary visual cortex (Oc2M) were prepared. Electrical stimulation was delivered to white matter in Oc1 and spatiotemporal aspects of traveling signals were observed using optical recording methods under caffeine application. With an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 4-8s, signals traveled horizontally along deep layers from Oc1 to Oc2M, climbed within Oc2M, then returned along layer II/III from Oc2M to Oc1. Conversely, with an ISI of 40-64s, signals climbed within Oc1 and traveled horizontally along layer II/III from Oc1 to Oc2M in parallel with signals traveling along deep layers. Pharmacological experiments with antagonists for ionotropic glutamate receptors revealed that signal-traveling routes under higher-frequency stimulation were N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor activity-dependent, while those at the lower-frequency were non-NMDA receptor activity-dependent. These results suggest that neural circuits between Oc1 and Oc2M possess an input frequency-dependent gating system, in which signal-traveling routes might be affected by the relative balance of receptor activities between NMDA and non-NMDA receptors.